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Vivek Bindra is a 41-year-old Indian business coach and motivational speaker. He is best known as a Youtube personality thanks to his popular Youtube channel, Dr. Vivek Bindra: Motivational Speaker, where he uploads videos that are meant to motivate and education. In this article, you will learn about Vivek Bindra's income, income,
salary, early life and other information. Vivek Bindra Life Vivek Bindra was born on 5 April 1978 in Delhi. He had a very difficult childhood as his father died when Bindra had only dib before and his mother also got remarried. He completed his graduation from St. Xaviers College Delhi in 2001 and then completed his Master's in Business
Administration from Amity Business College noida. He originally started a business, but was clueless about how to draw customers or how to market their business. After taking his business venture, he began reading Bhagvad Gita on the advice of a friend, which he claimed changed his life forever. He soon started researching more
about growing business and came up with many solutions and ideas. He started marketing these ideas to people who wanted advice when setting up or growing their own business. He soon got an office and started marketing his services to mentorship and found many potential clients. At the same time, he opened a Youtube channel
where he posted a motivational video in English. They didn't work much, so he posted a case study of the video brand and then motivational content in Hindi as well. That was when his channel took off and people started noticing him, especially in India. Along with Sandeep Maheshwari, Bindra is now one of the best motivational speakers
from India. VIVEK BINDRA INCOME 2020: RS 15-16 LAKHS/MONTH Vivek Bindra Income Vivek Bindra income comes from his Youtube channel, which is named Dr. Vivek Bindra: Motivational Speaker. As you write this article, Bindra's Youtube channel has 9.6 million subscribers. He is the 521st most subscribers among all Youtube
channels, according to Social Blade. He also has nearly 530 million views on his video, which makes his channel 5880th viewed on the channel. His channel is the 56th most subscribed channel in India and the 19th most subscribed education based channel in its entirety. Social Blade estimates earnings from Youtube are anywhere
between 6 thousand dollars to 97 thousand dollars per month and Vivek Bindra's income is between 72 thousand dollars to 1.2 million dollars a year. These values may not be known as Youtube prices for different ads vary depending on the country of Youtuber along with the country from which the video is viewed. Other than Youtube,
Vivek Bindra also has many other sources of income. He holds business seminars, some of which are due. He is also a consultant to more than 900 companies, large and small, who consult with him as a business advisor to his employees. He charges these companies a good of his consultations. He is also a well-known business coach.
He offers business and business-related courses to people anywhere from Rs. 90 thousand paid Rs. 1.2 lakhs. Many people take these courses and Vivek Bindra's earnings are significant from it. Vivek Bindra's net worth is not publicly known as of now and we will update it when we get any information about it. It is estimated that Vivek
Bindra's monthly income is around Rs. 15 to 16 lakhs. CLICK HERE TO FIND CARRYMINATI NET WORTH Vivek Bindra House and Cars Vivek Bindra house information is not known, but his office is in the famous Okhla Industrial Estate area in New Delhi. Information about Vivek Bindra cars is also not publicly known. We'll update this
article with more information as soon as we learn something about it. Conclusion Vivek Bindra is a very influential business scene in India. He has made a major contribution by training thousands of budding entrepreneurs and corporate employees about growing their business and how to get optimal results from himself in his work. His
contribution has not been noticed. He was awarded the Best Leadership Trainer in Asia by Marshall Goldsmith at the World HRD Congress. Vivek Bindra was also awarded the Best CEO Coach in India by Indian and Best Corporate Trainer in The Times in India by Maruti Suzuki. His name was included in the Brilliant Book Book and
Limca Book Collection by most HR staff under one roof, held in one of his very popular and sought seminars. Bindra has shown tremendous character in overcoming childhood trauma of losing his father at such a young age, dealing with his mother's re-treatment and then coming out on top as such a successful inspirational manager and
entrepreneur himself. His story is truly worth noting, and he is a great inspiration to young people in the world on how to bounce back from tough situations in life. We wish him good luck in all his ventures in the future. CLICK HERE TO FIND OUT BHUVAN BAM NET WORTH Related Summary Dr.Vivek Bindra is India's leading
Leadership Consultant, Motivational Speaker, Business Coach, and Corporate Coach. Vivek Bindra helps people and businesses to excel in their fields with the right approach, strategy and mindset. He is India's one of the best motivational speakers who electrifies the audience with positive energy. Vivek Bindra was very studious and
bright from her childhood herself. From a very tender age, he had a great interest and knowledge of the companies. This allrounder personality also owns a Youtube channel where he likes to upload videos in a big way about business management. He also likes to upload videos about personal development, investing, learning the way of
thinking, and life goals. Educating people about business and after seeing more than 90% of new businesses in India is not he decided to start providing free knowledge. And Youtube is the best source to give Take free knowledge to grow forward in life. To learn more inside the secret of Dr. Vivek Bindra's wife, education, income, net
worth, House stay tuned to the end! Real Name Vivek Bindra NicknameVivek ProfessionEntrepreneur, Motivational Speaker, CEO Coach Age42 (No 2020) Date Birth April 5, 1978 BirthplaceNew Delhi, India HometownDelhi, India CollegeAmity Business College Noida Educational QualificationsM.B A. and Phd Family Status Married (2
children) Vivek Bindra Wiki Biography Vivek Bindra was born on April 5, 1982 and from the year 2020, Dr. Vivek Bindra age is 38 years. He was born and raised in New Delhi. Speaking of his early life, his father died when he was only 2 years old! Then his mother married another guy, and he was left alone at a very tender age. But, his
mother took him with him and worked very hard and raised him. Vivek Bindra had a very shameful childhood, and he was all broke at a very young age, but he had very bright trials and his intelligence, as well as knowledge, was great. Vivek Bindra had his education from Xavier School, located in New Delhi itself. He was a very bright
student and topped almost every exam. From childhood, he was interested in business and economic issues. After doing his own education and high school studies from Xavier School, he decided to do his graduation degree in Business Management. Later, he asked Amity Business College, Noida, to pursue a bachelor's degree in
business administration. There he made his degree successfully and he was one of the favorite students of professors. Vivek is a Hindu religion and his kastas are Kshatriya. He's a well-built guy with a height of 6 feet, and he weighs about 75 kilograms. This strong personality is famous for his work and is the business coach of many
companies. Vivek Bindra Education Very tender at the age of 2, Vivek's father died and his mother decided to marry. Vivek spent his childhood with his mother and stepfather with a lot of pain. But all these things did not affect his education and career. From childhood Bindra was very cute and cunning. He always topped the exams and
was one of the favorites of his teachers. Vivek Bindra had his education from Xavier School, located in New Delhi itself. After doing his own education and high school studies from Xavier School, he decided to do his graduation degree in Business Management. Vivek Bindra Net Worth &amp; Income Vivek Bindra's total monthly income is
estimated to be about 20 lakh rupees. Majorly his sources of income are from Youtube monetization from ads as well as affiliates, training courses, and income from companies as a business coach. His total net worth is estimated at around 10 crores as of 2020. His professional management funnel programs cost thousands of dollars and
contribute to his profits. You would like- Sandeep Maheshwari Income and Net Worth Revealed (shocking!) Wife Dr. Vivek Bindra lost his father when he was just 2 years old. He is a single parent brought up as a child, and apparently his early life was not as good for the family. Though, Vivek is happy in terms of getting love from his wife
as he married his childhood crush. However, the exact name of his wife is not available. He also has 2 children, and both are young. Not much is known about Vivek Bindra's wife and we will soon update the information as soon as we receive from our trusted sources. Unknown facts and trivia! Vivek Bindra is a consulting firm called
Global ACT (Consulting and Training Academy), which he founded in 2012. In 2019, he renamed Global ACT to Hunger Business. On his Youtube channel, Vivek uploaded a video against IMA (Indian Medical Association) and said doctors are the biggest human killer! This sentence said he got Vivek into a lot of trouble. IMA sent him in
and asked Rs 50 Crore INR for compensation for his sayings. But, Bindra fought the case against the IMA Association and won. Vivek Bindra's net worth is estimated to be about 10 crores rupees and his main sources of income are from management funnels and business programs. He manages coaches, and supports more than 50
different companies and all his clients are super happy because they are seeing an upward schedule of their progress from his coaching. India's leading newspaper company The Indian Times awards the Vivek Bindra Award to best CEO Coach in India. One of his HR professional training programs is superhit and he created a record that
is recognized even in the Limca Book of Records. Leading car company Indian Maruti Suzuki also awarded Vivek Bindra with Best Indian Corporate Trainer for 2019. He has won the Think Tank Corporate Asia title at the World Leadership Federation held in Dubai! Vivek Bindra has clients from over 25 countries and he is a coach for over
50 brands! He is the most watched and followed business coach in the whole of Asia and his youtube channel has over 8 million subscribers. Along with the fact that Facebook Vivek has over 1 million followers with all its content reaching up to 5 million views. Join The World's Most Affordable and Profitable Business Program Today For
All About Business by Dr. Vivek Bindra | International Motivational Speaker | Business Guru | For more details, Call 9810544443 Visit - pic.twitter.com/gqK9HteMvl - Dr. Vivek Bindra (@DrVivekBindra) January 11, 2020 link to Nina Parker Age, Wiki, Net Worth, Salary, Parents, Weight Loss Link to Ashlen Diaz (Post Malone Gf) Age, Net
Worth, Wiki, New boyfriend, Height
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